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~ARTIFICIAL CHANNEL) SPAWNING STREAMS FOR

INCUBATING KING SALMON AT MILL CREEK 1

HAROLD A. GANGMARK and RICHARD G. BAKKALA
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries

Seattle, Washington

~;. INTRODUCTION
-1:'-',
~ing salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) originating in the Sacra

mento River are a valuable resource for the sport and commercial fish
eries in the State of California. The Sacramento River also contributes
to the coastal salmon fisheries of Oregon, vVashington, and British
Columbia (Fry and Hughes. 1951). A decline in' abundance of the re
Hource has caused concern among sportsmen as well as commercial fish
ermen (Commercial Fisheries Review, 1958, Ryan, 1959). Decreases
in numbers of salmon returning to the Sacramento River were explained
by~the California Department of Fish and Game as being caused by
pollution, predation, fishing pressure (river catch and expanding ocean
troll), loss of spawning area by construction of dams, direct stream
(lamage by various man-created activities, and streamflow and tempera
tureehange from water diversion (Ontrloor California, 1958).

The United States Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, in cooperation
with the California Department of Fish and Game, has been investi
J,!ating the causes of limited production of salmon in the spawning
~treams of the Sacramento River area. Measurement of spawn losses
Iletermined from experimental sampling indicates an average mortality
to fry stage of 96 percent from natural causes. It was hypothesized that

. if man created the unfavorable conditions for salmon production listed
above he might also alter conditions in spawning streams to produce
larger yields of salmon. The prospect of increasing the numbers of
adult salmon by controlling the natural factors that limit production
flf young salmon made improvement of spawning streams well worth
investigating. Studies therefore were undertaken to determine the prin
eipal factor limiting natural production, to show how it operates, and
to describe means by which production could be improved.

( 151 )

PROCEDURES

Sampling techniques were established to provide measurements of
e~vironmental conditions and of salmon egg survival during the incuba
lion period. The progress of survival was followed by planting known
quantities of eggs in plastic containers of .07-inch mesh in simulatedI ~It~d ::, ::J~::~:SN~~:~::' :~:9streambed (Gangmark and Broad,
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CAUSE OF LIMITED NATURAL PRODUCTION

Experiments at Mill Creek Fisheries Station during the last sil
years, show that mortality of king salmon to fry stage ranges froll:
85.2 to 100 percent and averages 95.8 percent. It is quite obvious thil~
the incubation stage is the most critical period in the life history ot

king salmon. From these studies it was determined that unstable streall!'
flow was the principal cause of the losses. This became increasin~lY
apparent after recent floods in California and after the incubatl~\:.
seasons that produced the· poor 1956 and 1957 ret1ll'ns (CommercltI'.
P£sheries Review, 1958). These studies indicated a consistent mor·
tality-freshet relationship over a period of five years.
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1955). A systematic recording of the environment was made possihlp
by placing two plastic standpipes (Gangmark and Bakkala, 195R) ill
each artificial redd.

Selection of a site in the natural stream for planting eggs was COil.
fined to those areas where natural spawning had occurred, and in
addition, involved consideration of two conflicting factors. On Ollp
hand we preferred to plant the salmon eggs under swift water whw
the possibility of siltation and suffocation of the eggs was minimizrd,
On the other hand, the stream velocity at the planting site must hI'
moderate to afford protection against streambed erosion during period~
of fast runoff that are normally expected in Mill Creek, a tributar)
of the Sacramento River. We, therefore, compromised by choosing 8

site for deposition of test eggs in moderately fast-flowing water hilt
also a site that afforded some protection from high velocities. In prr.
vious experiments severe losses of the test eggs were caused by erosion
or siltation of the streambed. In addition, the planted eggs becalllr
inaccessible for sampling' during periods of high water. Consequently.
in recent years, these Mill Creek plants have been reduced to 3,()()O
eggs planted in 30 plastic containers divided equally among thrrr
redds. Many times this number are planted in a control-flow stream
where access is assured at all times and where equipment is safl'
from floods.

An unsolved weakness in the method of testing survival of eggs i~
our inability to observe or record the fate of the eggs that are erodrfl
from the streambed. ,;....

Another aspect of the Mill Creek procedures deserving consich'L'atioll
is the influence on survival of artificiall~' fertilizing and plantiug thl'
test eggs in plastic containers. R.easonable confidence that these pro.
cedures do not adversely affect the test eggs is gained from a eOIl/·
parison of survival betwN'll naturally spawned and artificially plan(t,t1
eggs from the same environment. Althoug'h results of the natured
spawning experiments are lIot induded here, production of YOIIII~
salmon has been comparablf' to. but not as snccessful as prod11l'tiol'

from the artificially planted e~w;;. Further confidence in these plalltill~
methods is gained from re~mlts already obtained which show 111

'(1

duction of salmon fry in individual containers ranging from a to ~I~I
percent. Thus, survival has not been restricted to certain levels by Ollr
test procedures and it has been demonstrated that the maximum po,'
sible range of survival can be obtained.

I

I
I

I
I,
I !

, I



• No downstream migrant counts arailablc for 1954-55. and 1956-57 incubation seasons.
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TABLE 1

Survival of King Salmon Spawn in Mill Creek as Determined by
Egg·Planting and Migrant Enumerating Methods

"'T''''
.~:. :::
',It'

California Fish and Game Counts~i.~

·;<f
,:",

.._.... ',_..

Downstream migrant sampling
Survival of Total

'. spawn number of
to fry stage upstream Length of Number of

,,:', Incubation season* (USBCF data) adults sampling period migrants<,:

.,:::; .
Percent HOUTS

19~54._________________
8.7 3,743 1,992 1,942

t9~56__________________ 0.0 1,704 1,274 2
1957·58. _________________ 1.7 1,339 1,166 10
"

Effect of Recent Floods in California

I'D. December 1955 and February 1958, floods occurred in most
. ~ams of Northern California including Mill Creek. They caused
'!losses of 100 and 98.2 percent respectively of incubating eggs which
'hid been planted in Mill Creek. Personnel of the California Depart
'ment of Fish and Game, who count adult upstream migrants and
simple downstream migrants by trapping at Mill Creek, captured only
two and ten downstream migrants during the winters of 1955-56 and
1957-58 respectively (personal communication with R. Hallock, W.
CUnningham, J. Riggs, and W. Van Woert). As indicated in Table 1
tllI~se counts entailing 2,440 hours of trapping contrast sharply to the

,.' c@nt of 1,942 fry intercepted in 1954. Although the lilish and Game
. Department's installations are some distance upstream from our opera
,lions on Mill Creek and the effectiveness of their downstream trap
vlil'ies somewhat with the volume of flow, the department's counts
substantiate data obtained by our sampling methods. The count of
adults moving upstream shows that even 1953-54 may not have been

,a'~[good incubation season, since 1,339 adults were counted at the
- station in 1957 from 3,743 parent king salmon coullted ill 1953.
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Reasons for Poor Production in Other Years

: Experiments indicate that stream runoff of less than disaster level
can create conditions lethal for spawn. The infiuenee of freshets on
spawn in five seasons is depicted in Figure 1, which shows that in
~very instance survival dropped with the appearance of the first freshet
~f, the season. The significant factor in Figure 1 is the strikingly dif
!~rent records noted in 1952-53 and 1956-57 when the first freshets
~curred in later stages of development than in the other three sea
,~ns shown. In Figure 1 the slope of decline in survival does not nec
!8Sarily correspond to the intensity of the freshet occurring before the
~ecline. This is explained by the relationship of the time of the freshet
;fa the phase of development of the incubating salmon egg. An ex
'~emely "tender" phase extends from the time of fertilization until

",!r.~
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Influence of fluctuations in mean daily discharge on king salmon egg survival in ~
California, 1952-57. Flow records provided by the State of California Division 1

of Water Resources and United States Geological Survey. ;
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lhe closing of the blastodisk around the yolk. Another period that may
be marked by sudden losses occurs when the young salmon emerges
irom the outer chorion or shell of the egg (Wolf 1957).

During the incubating seasons of 1952-53 and 1953-54 heavy freshets
occurred in Mill Creek (Gangmark and Broad, 1955 and 1956). Since
king salmon of the Sacramento River area are predominantly four-year
l~ycle fish, the 1956 and 1957 runs originated from the 1952 and 1953
brood years. As expected, returns were poor in both 1956 and 1957
(Commercial Fishe1'ies Review, 1958).

When compared with other tributaries of the upper Sacramento
system and with the Sacramento River proper, :Mill Creek is not unique
in its severe fluctuation in discharge. Table 2 shows the average flow
records of some of the important tributaries in this area listed in order
of severity of fluctuation. It is noteworthy that this order approx
imates the order of importance of the streams as salmon producers.

TABLE 2

Flow Rates During the Salmon Spawning and Incubation Season (November 1 to March 30 of the
Sacramento River and Some of its Tributaries Located Below Shasta Dam.

Flow Rates from U.S. Geological Survey Papers

900

900

600

300

0 en
Ii
u

900 ~

T 1200II

~53 - 54

------10

~ing salmon egg survival in
,tate of California Division
Survey. ,,

r
f,
i

Years considered Flow rate for extreme days
to 1954-55 during seasons considered

Ratio of
maximum

Total Average .·\.Yerage Average to
Stream From years maximum minimum mean minimum

Cubic feet per second

Battle Creek_________________ 1940-41 15 3,603 231 550 16:1
Racramento River (Near Red

BLuff) _____________________ 1939-40 16 80,350 4,153 14,194 19:1
~Iill Creek___________________ 1939-40 16 3,392 111 382 31:1
Deer Creek__________________ 1939-40 16 4,389 103 465 43:1
Antelope Creek______________ 1940-41 15 2,634 40 215 66:1
Rill Chico Creek______________ 1939-40 16 2,824 28 262 101 :1
Cottonwood Creek____________ 1940-41 15 12,310 92 1,417 134:1CowCreek__________________

1949-50 6 13,043 88 1,205 148:1
Thomes Creek. ______________ 1939-40 16 4,686 16 444 293:1
Paynes Creek________________

1949-50 6 1,810 4.4 159 411:1
Elder Creek _________________ 1949-50 6 2,314 0 165 ----

.Based on the relative stability of its flo"w, the Sacramento River rates
higher than most of its tributary streams, for natural reproduction of
salmon. In both the 1957 and 1958 incubation seasons, 30 plastic sacks
each conta,ining 100 eggs were buried in three experimental redds. Prior
to hatching of the fry all of the sacks were eroded away from under
1~ to 14 inches of Sacramento River gravel. In the vicinity of the
SIte of planting and downstream from it we found evidence that egg
~ples may have been plowed out of the Sacramento River gravel by
liirge uprooted trees.
j;From these data, the role that rapid stream runoff played in limit
Ing natural reproduction of salmon in Mill Creek became evident.
Qther sources of possible losses at Mill Creek include pollution, high
~~ter temperature during spawning, various types of infestation such

w
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CAUSE OF LIMITED NATURAL PRODUCTION

Experiments at Mill Creek Fisheries Station during the last six
years, show that mortality of king salmon to fr:v stage ranges fro ll :

85.2 to 100 percent and averages 95.8 percent. Tt is quite obvious thill.

the incubation stage is the most critical period in the life history 01

king salmon. Fro:n ~hese studies it was determined that unstable st~eatll't

flow was the prmclpal cause of the losses. This became increasllWI.'
apparent after recent floods in California and after the incubati~w.
seasons that produced the poor 1956 and 1957 ret1irns (CommC1'c/ f

/
il

F',:sheries Rev'icw, 1958). These studies indicated a consistent mol"
tality-freshet relationship over a period of five years.
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1955). A systematic recording of the environment was made po~~ihlp

by placing two plastic standpipes (Gangmark and Bakkala, 195R) iIi

each artificial redd.
Selection of a site in the natural stream for planting eggs was COli.

fined to those areas where natural spawning had occurred, and ill
addition, involved consideration of two conflicting factors. On 0111'

hand we preferred to plant the salmon eggs under swift water wherp
the possibility of siltation and suffocation of the eggs was minimizc!1.
On the other hand, the stream velocity at the planting site mlU~t h"
moderate to afford protection against streambed erosion during period,
of fast runoff that are normally expected in Mill Oreek, a tributar\
of the Sacramento River. We, therefore, compromised by choosing'8
site for deposition of test eggs in moderately fast-flowing water bllt

also a site that afforded some protection from high velocities. In prr.
vious experiments severe losses of the test eggs were caused by erosion
or siltation of the streambed. In addition, the planted ·eggs becamr,:.. ~
inaccessible for sampling' during periods of high water. Consequently.}
in recent ?ears, these Mill Creek plants have been reduced to 3,000 . I;
eggs planted in 30 plastic containers divided equally among thrrr,,.,;;}
redds. Many times this number are planted in a control-flow stream .J
where access is assured at all times and where equipment is Rafl'
from floods.

An unsolved weakness in the method of testing survival of egg's is
our inability to observe or record the fate of the eggs that are erodcll
from the streambed. ";;."

Another aspect of the Mill Creek procedures deserving considl'l'ation
is the influence on survival of artificiall:'T fertilizing and plantiug thp
test eggs in plastic containers. Reasonable confidence that these pro.
cedures do not adversely affect the test eggs is gained from a COlli'

parison of survival between naturally spawned and artificially plant!'!l
eggs from the same environment. Although results of the natlll'i1i
spawning experiments are llot ineluded here, production of YOIIII~

salmon has been comparable to. but llot as snccessful as proclndiol'
from the artificially planted l:'1,!'Irs. Furthr-r ~ollfidence in these plant~lI~

methods is gained from results already obtained which show Pl'fI
duction of salmon fry in individual containers ranging from a to !I"
percent. Thus, survival has not been restricted to certain levels by 0111

test procedures and it has been demonstrated that the maximum po'
sible range of survival can be obtained.

I
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',No downstream migl'Unt cOllnts lll'allllbic for 1054-55, and l[)56-57 incubation seasons.
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TABLE t

Survival of King Salmon Spawn in Mill Creek as Determined by
Egg·Planting and Migrant Enumerating Methods

~

\i;S
California Fish and Game Counts;~:~

~:4:·

".'.
~~- ,
--

Downstream migrant sampling
Survival of Total

spawn number of
to fry stage upstream Length of Number of

,,;,_ Incubation season* (USBCF data) adults sampling period migrants

Percent HOUTS
1953·54__________________ 8.7 3,743 1,992 1,942
196~56__________________ 0.0 1,704 1,274 2
1967·58__________________ 1.7 1,339 1,166 10

Effect of Recent Floods in California

n December 1955 and February 1958, floods occurred in most
:';;8 'earns of Northern Oalifornia including Mill Creek. They caused
]Qfses of 100 and 98.2 percent respectively of incubating eggs which
'IUfd been planted in Mill Creek. Personnel of the California Depart
ment of Fish and Game, who count adult upstream migrants and
sfmple downstream migrants by trapping at Mill Creek, captured only
two and ten downstream migrants during the winters of 1955-56 and
1957-58 respectively (personal communication with R. Hallock, W.
O'tinningham, J. Riggs, and W, Van Woert). As indicated in Table 1
tilese counts entailing 2,440 hours of trapping contrast sharply to the

" cqunt of 1,942 fry intercepted in 1954. Although the l~ish and Game
D'epartment's installations are some distance upstream from our opera

Jians on Mill Creek and the effectiveness of their downstream trap
yaries somewhat with the volume of flow, the department's counts
SUbstantiate data obtained by our sampling- methods. The count of
adults moving upstream shows that even 1953-54 lllay not have been
a'Bigood incubation season, since 1,339 adults were counted at the

; station in 1957 from 3,743 parent king salmon counted in 1953.
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Reasons for Poor Production in Other Years

Experiments indicate that stream runoff of less .than disaster level
can create conditions lethal for spawn. The infiuenee of freshets 011

spawn in five seasons is depicted in Figure 1, which shows that in
~very instance survival dropped with the appearance of the first freshet
~f the season. The significant factor in Figure 1 is the strikingly dif
{~rent records noted in 1952-53 and 1956-57 Ivhen the first freshets
o,~curred in later stages of development than in the other three sea
;~ns shown. In Figure 1 the slope of decline in survival does not nec
~a:ily correspond to the intensity of the freshet occurring before the
:~echne. This is explained by the relationship of the time of the freshet
;to the phase of development of the incubating salmon egg. An ex
,~emely "tender" phase extends from the time of fertilization until



Mortality Rate of King Salmon Spawn in Relationship to the Dissolved Oxygen in 1he Gravel Adjacenllo I'
Eggs Planled in Mill Creek During the 1956-57 and 1957-58 Incubafion Seasons

~I

21
.\

2!i

21
8
7
3

11\
I~

37.8
13.6
12.2
9.6

10.8
3.9

Percent

Average mortality

16
34
62
52
50

6

< 5
5'- < 7
7 - < 9
9. < 11

11. < 13
> 13

P.P.M.

Amount of oxygen Number 100-egg tests Extent of mortality

CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME

Dissolved oxygen

as saprolegnia, oligochaetes, insect nymphs and larvae, and mechnllil'al
damage from trampling by fishermen or cattle. Effects of stream l'IIH.

off, however, completely overshadowed other causes of egg mortalit\'
" .

TABLE 3
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HOW CAUSES OF LIMITED NATURAL PRODUCTION OPERATE

With the knowledge that fast stream runoff was significant ill lh"
mortali~y of spawn, effort was directed toward finding exact I:' 1111\1

severe runoff caused these losses. It was determined that mor1nlitil"
were caused by both direct and indirect factors.

Direct Spawn Losses

Direct losses of spawn were due primarily to erosion of the streaJlllll'd
by high velocities of water. Information as to the fate of spawn ,,'ashi'd
out is not available, but it is reasonable to assume that once the I'l!;:,
are washed from the protecting gravrl bpJ out into the stream of "io.
lent water flow and shifting gravel, their chance of survival is lo\\',
Dead eggs found floating in eddies after periods of fast runoff l)1'ar
this out. '

Indirect Spawn losses

Indirect losses of spawn occurred from a series of events of divpl'SI'
and complex nature involving loss of spawning gTavel and erosioll of
soil.

Loss of Spawning Gravel

In streams of the Sacramento Riyer system, loose gravel j;,; CO\l·

stantly washed out and piled high on vast bars 'where it is no IOllg'i'!'
available to salmon for spawning purposes. The effect is that adult
female salmon must compete for limited spawning areas. This Ofti'll
results in crowding, and causes the later spawners to dislodge thl'
eggs of earlier spawners.

Number of determinations

10 - _
21 _
43 _
40 _
43 _
6 _

.~

!
'I
)' -_.
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Average mortalities of spawn

TABLE 4

KING SALMON SPAWNING

Seepage velocities

Mortality Rate of King Salmon in Relation to Velocity of Seepage in
, Gravel Adjacent to Planted Eggs

Soil Erosion
:'!.nother series of events causing indirect loss of salmon spawn starts

with soil erosion and subsequent deposit of silt and sand that clogs the
redd. This blockage leads to:

tlnadequate oxygen: when seepage of water is retarded in the
gravel of a stream bed, there generally is a loss of oxygen from the
waier due to decomposition of humus (Pollard, 1955). Ellis, Westfall,
and Ellis (1948) concluded that five p.p.m. (parts per million) is the
minimum oxygen concentration for survival of freshwater salmonoids.
Table 3 shows the relationship between dissolved oxygen and egg mor
talities found during the 1956-57 and 1957-58 tests at Mill Creek. Large
mortalities occurred at levels of less than five p.p.m. of oxygen.
~:'

'm~:~:i-..
.~.,..
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!;f~
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of events of divers!!
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loose gravel is COil.

'here it is no lOllO'er
effect is that ad~lIt
g areas. This often
ers to dislodge till'

" Number of readings

.~r
21~~: _
8.;~ _
7. _
3_~ • _
16~ _
14~ _
25:~ . _
29 . _
20 _

. 4 _
6 _

Feet per hour

.5
.5-<1.0

1.0-<1.5
1.5- < 2.0
2.0- < 2.5
2.5 - < 3.0
3.0- < 3.5
3.5- < 4.0
4.0-<4.5
4.5 - < 5.0

> 5.0

34
14
14

6
24
20
26
34
20

4
6

Percent

40.0
33.1
24.0
10.1
12.9
13.0
10.8
5.3
2.9
3.8
5.8

I
I

.1
:t
'I
'I

t
"I,!

in in the Gravel Adjacent to
cubation Seasons

Jrage mortality

tests Extent of mortality

2. Poor delivery of oxygen to the eggs ("Wickett, 1954) and poor
cleansing of metabolic waste products (Wolf, 1957) : from the 1956-57
and 1957-58 data taken at Mill Creek, the rate of seepage was related
to the survival of eggs. The data are presented in Table 4. It can be
~een that the mortality rate of eggs was dependent in large measure
Upon the rate of seepage of water through the gravel. The data indi
cate that the optimum velocity is roughly 4.0 to 4.5 feet per hour.

Percent

37.8
13.6
12.2
9.6

10.8
3.9

IMPROVEMENT IN NATURAL SPAWNING CONDITIONS

"As a result of the studies at Mill Creek, effort has been directed
toward reducing or eliminating the principal causes of mortality of
salmon spawn by establishing a flow-control area similar to the experi
mental area at Nile Creek on Vancouver Island ("\Vickett, 1952).
·f{>-
~, Experimental Test Area at Mill Creek

~The Mill Creek experimental area, previously described by Broad
~nd Gangmark (1956), consisted of a section of an old streambed
tprough which a channel has been bulldozed and from which silt has
~~en flushed to provide an area suitable for tests on incubating salmon

:1
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FIGURE 2. Mean daily water temperatures in Mill Creek during the 1957·58 incubation season.
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;.ii\'~t • Two pipes, each 30 inches in diameter and equipped with gate
'1':,i1Ves, provide for a controlled-flow of water to the area. The amount
i~;::,oi'ilt in the w~ter is reduced before it reaches the te~t s~ction of the
I;s~~m by ~ltermg .the water through gravel and passmg It through a
~::lettllng basIn. A dIke protects the area from severe run-off from the
:~;,~niiUi stream of Mill Creek. Adjacent to this controlled-flow area, Mill
~~ek proper provided an uncontrolled-flow area for comparison.
,,~~;·~,-tf·'·.

,,' ' Comparison of Factors

'rTesting survival' of salmon spawn in the controlled-flow area and in
Mill Creek has provided fundamental information on the effect of rapid
stream runoff. Stream erosion, temperatures, dissolved oxygen, and

_ ~page rates were compared and measured in these two areas during
",-- thii1957-58 incubation season.

..<$.;

E~~ion
~k'

tRapid runoff eroded out one-half of the planted egg samples in Mill
C~eek, but no eggs were eroded out in the control area.

,~~i-i:'

re,inperature

~~Temperature was not a factor in differential survival in the 1957-58
teats since the temperature was the same in both areas (Figure 2).

':'E~ '~.

D~~olved Oxygen

In Figure 3 the values obtained during the 1957-58 incubation season
reveal a greater concentration of oxygen in the stream gravel in the
controlled-flow area than in the open stream. The average level re
mained above five p.p.m. in both environments. III Mill Creek, however,
the concentration of dissolved oxygen at hatching stage, was slightly
below the seven p.p.m. considered to be a critical minimum, just prior
to hatching, for the chum salmon Oncorhynchus keta (Alderdice, vVick
ett, and Brett, 1958) . Nevertheless, in Mill Creek concentrations of

01
o.,T

...

>
.............

- Flow control channel
x- -)( Mill Creek

FIGURE 3. Comparison of average dissolved oxygen levels from planted redds in Mill Creek
and In the flow-control channel determined at intervals throughout the 1957-58 incubation
stalon. Oxygen samples were obtained in the immediate vicinity of the developing eggs.
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DISCUSSION

Production of salmon in the Sacramento River area is limited by a
variety of complex factors affectillg the illcubation of eggs, principal (II'
which is the silt deposit left by heavy runoff of water that is typi('al
of streams in this area. The means for alleviating damage resnltill:,!
from heavy stream runoff appears to be control of the natural strealll ..
In the assessment of factors that caused the snperior production (II
salmon in the experimental controlled stream, the most impres!-iive 1'1"

lationship in 1958 was the one associated with seepage rate ill tilt'
gravel (Figure 4). ,Vickett (1954) points out that poor seepage 1I\ay
be the cause of failure to deliver an adequate amount of oxygen to tilt'
eggs. Wolf (1957) states that inadequate seepage fails to cleanse tilt'
eggs of metabolic waste.

Mortality to fry stage was 98.3 percent in the 1957-58 'Mill ('n'I'k
plants. This high mortality was obviouslv associated "'ith retlu('ed I
seepage in the gravel, which averaged only 0.3 foot per hour dUl'illi!
most of the incubation season. In the controlled-flow area, with seepa~" t
rates in the gravel averaging 3.5 feet per hour, survivals were either l
very good or very poor. Seventy-two percent of the samples averaged ~
75 percent production of salmon and were associated with good seep' i.·

ages. In the other extreme, 22 percent of the. lOO-egg samples were all ,
dead-a result of poor seepages that were not always detected by t\\I' I
standpipes.

c..
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oxygen were well above the range of 1.0-1.4 p.p.m. that Alderdice rt III
found as the median lethal level (50 percent mortality) for chllJiI

salmon spawn just before hatching.

Seepage Rate

Comparing seepage velocities in the gravel in the control area willi
those in the gravel of the uncontrolled stream provided the mORt illi.

pressive difference between the two areas. The average velocit~, \\"a,
3.5 feet per hour in the controlled area during the 1957-58 seaSOll, Iii
contrast, the seepage rate was only 0.3 foot per hour in the uncollll'olli'd
stream during a greater part of the season (Figure 4).

Survival

The superiority of stabilized streamflow to the natural stream eOIHli.
tions in Mill Creek was clearly demonstrated during the 1957-58 ilwll.
bation season by the production of young salmon in the control-flow
area. Based on sampling techniques which indicated a 1.7 percent fry
survival of one-half of the originally planted samples, it was calculalt'd
that one female produced only 50 surviving young salmon in Mill
Creek. The other half of the samples were eroded from under 12 to
14 inches of gravel in the main stream. In sharp contrast, it Wlls

calculated that one female produced 3,450 surviving young salmon ill
the controlled-flow area where conditions of optimum flow and redlW('d

silt prevailed. Survival in the control area was thus 69 times ( 3,:50 )
better than in the llncontrolled stream. ,I()
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FIGURE 4. Relation of average king salmon egg survival to average seepage velocity in
planted redds in Mill Creek and in the flow-control channel during the 1957-58 incubation
leason. Data for Mill Creek at hatched stage was unobtainable because of high water.
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Specific Advantages of Improved Spawning Streams

;~' The experiments at Mill Creek indicate the practicality of increas
lng the production of salmon by stabilizing stream-flow. Increased
production would result from:

(1) Protection to incubating salmon eggs from erosion of the stream
bed by high velocities of flood water.

(2) Conservation of spawning gravel areas, which are critically
depleted in the Saeramento Hiver and its tributaries through

:~i" (3) ~~~~l~~~iOSI:;lOtheringof eggs by silt.
_1)::'
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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1. It has been determined that production of king salmon jll thl'
Sacramento River system in California is limited by a series of
factors which result from the unstable stream :flow found in 1hat l..
area. ,

2. Direct losses of spawn are caused by erosion of spawn from streaJII t
gravel. Fifty percent of planted egg samples observed were washed
out and lost in this manner during six years of tests. ,

3. Indirect losses result from deposit of silt and sand in salmon redds"
This deposition reduces seepage rate and leads to poor delivel'Y 01 ;
oxygen to incubating eggs, low dissolved oxygen levels from hUlUUS ,

decomposition, and poor eleansiug of metabolic waste product,. ~

_-.!m-

Other anticipated advantages of flow-control methods include: ~
(1) Facilitation of predator control C\Vickett 1952). ~
(2) Retention of nutrients (Briggs 1950). ~
(3) Easier measurement of production for more efficient manll:.'I:.

ment of thefishery.;1
i-...o;.

Immediate Plans at Mill Creek

Since production of salmon to the fry stage in this experim011t \I"a,
69 times greater under stable streamflows than under unstabll~ ~ll'ralll.
flow in uncontrolled stream areas, the greater part of an old 1'llillllil,j

of Mill Creek is being rehabilitated for 9,000 feet from \rlli'l'c it
branches from Mill Creek to where it enters the Sacramento Hiwr.
The 1958 returning mature king salmon are to be trapped and intl'li.
duced into this area. Production will be measured by trapping migl'lllits
Of particular interest in this expanded experiment will be the eOIlIlI,

of fry after the adults have selected their own spawning site.

Application to Future Management of the Fishery Resource

As a result of the information we have gained at Mill Creek, \\'(1 Hl't'

considering the application of flo\v-control as a management mCaSlIl'i'

for improving production of salmon in California. One suggestioll i,
the establishment of more controlled-flow salmon producing sanctlllll'il'S
such as the one presently in use at Mill Creek.

Another suggestion is the establishment of new habitats in the 8ael'a·
menta River tributaries that presently do not qualify as ~;i111101l

streams. Briefly the ideas under consideration for improving Pi'(~S(l1i1

salmon streams and creating new salmon streams in California clidlO<l,1" ,'.
the following:

(1) That flood waters be impounded in the headwaters of streams I
by numerous earthfilled or other dams with automatic self-adjllstin!! !.

gates that will permit stabilized flow of water;
(2) That the water-management program be based on the rC(~()JII'

mendations of all water users and controllers of water. This shollid
assure best use of the water;

(3) That the impoundments be remotely situated so that they \rill
not interfere with the migration of salmonoids; the water be rC[Nlsl,d
throughout the year; and the discharge from impoundments he frolll

a stratum of water that provides suitable oxygen and temperatlll'l'
for salmonoids.

J.

',;;
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i>Indirect losses result from a critical shortage of suitable spawning
;~~Egravel eroded from the streambed.
6: The effects of flooding were successfully dealt with in a controlled-

..~~. flow stream at Mill Creek.
~lSettling and filtering methods, made possible by controlled stream
.S,. flow, reduced siltation in the controlled-flow area.
'('i.; As a result of reduced siltation, seepage velocities averaged 3.5 feet
':',.per hour in the controlled-flow area during the 1957-58 incubation
of, season. In comparison, seepage velocities in Mill Creek proper were

only 0.3 foot per hour during the greater part of the incubation
t~ season.
'8. Advantages from controlled-flow resulted in a 69-fold improve
"b' ment in production of fry.
.~. Of the factors that might affect the survival of spawn, erosion and
"i) reduced seepage were critical during the incubation season investi-
. gated.

10. The demonstration of improved survival by the controlled-flow
method has led to expansion of the experimental area. A 9,000-foot

';. section of controlled-flow channel for spawning, where production
.,., of young salmon can be measured, is being developed.
n. An extensive and far-reaching consideration for improving existing

conditions for production of salmonoids and for creating entire new
areas for this purpose is suggested as a result of the work at Mill

..:; Creek. This improvement would entail impoundment of flood waters
in the headwaters of tributaries and release during dry seasons to
stabilize flow.
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